TRAFFIC SIGNAL DESIGN NOTES

**PLACE NOTES IN SAME ORDER ON SIGNAL PLANS**

**CONTROLLED WORK**

- **Installation and Connection**
  - Install signal controller and connect to existing controller
  - Connect controller to power source
  - Connect signal controller to power source

- **Testing and Repair**
  - Test signal controller
  - Repair signal controller

- **Testing and Adjustment**
  - Test signal controller
  - Adjust signal controller

**NON-CONTROLLED WORK**

- **Installation and Connection**
  - Install signal controller and connect to existing controller
  - Connect controller to power source

- **Testing and Repair**
  - Test signal controller
  - Repair signal controller

- **Testing and Adjustment**
  - Test signal controller
  - Adjust signal controller

**RESIDUAL WORK**

- **Operation and Maintenance**
  - Operate signal controller
  - Maintain signal controller

- **Testing and Repair**
  - Test signal controller
  - Repair signal controller

- **Testing and Adjustment**
  - Test signal controller
  - Adjust signal controller
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